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The innovative solutions of Softland’s Management Area offer management and control instruments adapted to your needs. This area uses 
the information that your company stores in Softland ERP’s database. 

It includes the following modules: Softland Business Intelligence, Report Generator, Softland Alerts and Softland Analysis.  

Softland Business Intelligence
A business intelligence tool for your company’s strategic decision making

Softland BI is a business intelligence solution that enables the visualization and analysis of your company’s state from 
any device and at any time and place. This module includes over 20 pre-established models that incorporate information 
from all of your business areas. It can work as a multi-platform, which means the information is available online, from your 
desktop or laptop computer, your tablet or smartphone. This is a user-friendly and intuitive tool, with many filtering and 
visualization options.

Report Generator
A tool for generating and presenting your best reports

It allows final users to design reports with organized data and fulfill the companies changing information needs. Among its 
main characteristics, we can point out the following: an assistant for report generation and configuration; acknowledgment 
of the system’s business entities, so the final user is capable of generating report without any knowledge of data base 
charts or management. It also provides the possibility of setting up the screen where the report will show up and security 
per user. 
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Softland Alerts
A tool designed for proactively supporting the work of decision-makers

Softland Alerts is a tool that offers a high added value for companies using Softland ERP, since it provides precise and 
brief information when needed. This tool allows you to set up events or situations that must be notified to decision-makes, 
creating automatic alerts for each case that requires attention. It also facilitates the identification of inconsistencies, such as 
low inventory levels, increase in a customer’s balance, production delays or higher-than-expected sales. The same system 
sends the alerts via email or SMS to the corresponding departments.

Softland Analysis
A friendly tool for managing information blocks and graphics from every area of the company

Softland Analysis Desktop is a tool that facilitates the creation of dynamic tables for the different areas of the company. 
It offers multiple graphic and data presentation under multiple variables taken from Softland ERP. IT can record different 
scenarios for later use and it offers great flexibility for exporting results in different formats, such as PDF, XLS, and DOC, 
among others. 
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ABOUT SOFTLAND

Softland has branches in ten countries: Argentina, Chile, Colombia, Costa 

Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Mexico, Panama, Peru and Dominican 

Republic. It has representatives in: Bolivia, Ecuador, Nicaragua and 

Venezuela. With 35000 active customers in Latin America and more than 

500 specialized professionals. Its philosophy “Think globally, act locally” 

allow them to develop worldwide strategies according to the characteristics 

of each country. 

 

Its long experience and expertise in the world of business management 

solutions, has given it the chance of growing and offering the market the 

most competitive products.

www.gruposoftland.com

ERP BUSINESS SOLUTIONS
LEADER IN LATIN AMERICA
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